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EDITORIAL
This week we begin with the first in a new two part story of xenobiological weirdness courtesy
of Gregory Owen. Three boys make a strange discovery in a forbidden place. An insect proves
annoying in outer space. A man sees beneath the shallow surface of reality. And Grokwalt of
Beta-9 lands in Happy Death Valley.
Illara continues her search for Carter Ward. Eric Brighteyes comes down Golden Falls. And
Goodwin reaches the Crimson Sea.
—Gavin Chappell
Now out from Rogue Planet Press: Schlock Quarterly Volume 3, Issue 6.
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IT CAME FROM INSIDE THE INKWELL!

Vincent is an artist who has consistently been on assignment in the art world for over twenty
years. Throughout his career he has acquired a toolbox of diverse skills (from freehand drawing
to digital design, t-shirt designer to muralist). His styles range from the wildly abstract to pulp
style comics.
In 2013, his work in END TIMES won an award in the Best Horror Anthology category for that
year. When Vincent is not at his drawing board he can be found in the classroom teaching
cartooning and illustration to his students at Westchester Community College in Valhalla NY.
He lives in Mamaroneck NY with his wife Jennie and dog Skip.
https://www.freelanced.com/vincentdavis
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FOR WE ARE MANY by Gregory Owen
Part One
As a man of science, I am expected by my colleagues to disregard my faith in the powers beyond
scientific explanation. I am expected to only follow the gospels of quantum physics, orbital
mechanics, genetic engineering, deductive reasoning—that is, the endeavours of Man, not God.
In recorded past, to believe one or the other compelled others to deem you an outcast. Believers
in God, or any deity for that matter, were ridiculed for placing faith in myths; believers in
science were told that they would embrace judgment upon arrival at the end.
But things have changed very little since the discovery of deep space travel and planetary
colonization, and I do not comply with expectations. I cannot. I am a follower of both beliefs, a
man lingering upon the razor’s edge between two systems but never submitting to both, and I
have long been an outcast in the presence of peers, yet much more than any who commit to
either path. One or the other, never both—both is blasphemy! I never enjoyed devoting myself to
every crowd as conformity was not a prerogative anyway, despite hoping for some form of
belonging—some form of communion. I needed something to follow. I had to rebel somewhere,
I would tell myself. I was a scientist holding a crucifix. An oxymoron. Even as senior biologist
for Her Majesty’s Ship Ozymandias, I am treated with some form of scepticism. For the sake of
argument, though, I can claim science as the source from which I extract my communion more
often than not.
However, when our shuttle’s navigation systems detected a hull breach, caused by tiny pieces of
impetuous debris outside of the planet’s thin atmosphere (undetected by our imperfect, non-preemptive sensors—damn it all), I ignored the Lord of Equations and Reasoning. When our orbit
began to decay at a frightening pace, I prayed for something to save us, something beyond
science and fact, screaming my pleas as we crashed. I prayed for Doctor Nix and Lieutenant
Galen, and for myself—for our very survival.
Now, floating in darkness, my testimony is currently being recorded for a tribunal representing
the Coalition for Allied Planetary Exploration, and, more than I can bear, I wish I had never
uttered any such prayer on that descent. I pray that I never had and that maybe, just maybe, this
has all been hallucination, but I know differently. The analytical portion of my brain knows
differently, and will not be denied. Some thing did hear my insignificant prayers, and it had
nothing resembling salvation in mind.
“Doctor Jacobs,” says Commandant Eckers, her voice droning in a mechanically firm tone. “We
need to know what happened on the surface of TNG-982.” She booms through wherever I am,
and the noise echoes throughout my containment as though I am within a soulless womb, all
other senses dulled by deprivation.
Of course they need to know. A reconnaissance endeavour failed, a PEV-12 (Planetary
Exploration Vehicle) valued at 6.2 million pounds was destroyed, two crewmen are dead, and the
only remnant of it all is me. They need to know. I cannot claim that I know for sure anything
truly relevant—all that I do know is that TNG-982 is dangerous, enough to drive a stable man

like myself mad and change him. According to the good Commandant, upon retrieval by the
Ozymandias, I was a raving lunatic coated in blood, peeled out of my suit and clutching my
crucifix necklace, hoping, but knowing, that no comfort would be provided ever again. Not with
the knowledge given to me, still embedded, planted deep within my cerebral cortex. Taken onto
the ship (I am still uncertain just how I was rescued as the moments between the loss of my team
and my arrival on the Ozymandias are fleeting images, sounds, and smells now, at best), I was
sedated, though I struggled viciously.
In the absence of sanity, an animal’s first instinct is to fight, and fight I did. Eckers tells me that
the four men who rescued me had to restrain me, suffering multiple contusions, a concussion, a
fractured clavicle, and two shattered elbows; which one suffered which is unclear. The stinging
ache of my own muscles suggest that the crewmembers with whom I did battle were not the only
among the wounded. They just happen to be in the infirmary while I’m here, wherever here is.
“You did these things while screaming that the planet was dangerous and would kill us all,”
Eckers continues, “And you kept saying the words “communion” and something that sounded
like “lesion.” Do you recall?”
“No,” I answer with confidence, for I truly did not have memory of saying or doing those things.
“What did you mean?” she asks methodically.
“I don’t know. I-”I don’t remember uttering any such words, nor do I remember my return’s
struggles, but I do recognize the words. I know what I meant—my momentary lapse into
madness did not erase from my mind the meaning, only the occasion. I heard those words often
on the planet’s surface. My memories flood my synapses, and they flow into my mouth like bile,
spewing forth in words. “Legion,” I whisper. Then a realization reveals itself in an empty zone of
my cognition. It explodes like a round from a CAPE-issued pulse rifle. “Did anyone on-board
come to the surface?”
“Yes.”
“My God. How-?” How did anyone on that team survive? What if they’re no longer who they
were?
“The PEV was utterly destroyed. There was no other way to get to any of you. Transmissions
had failed, so Captain Tyrell...violated protocol...to save you.” Eckers inhales softly, though it
fails to subdue the disdain apparent in her tone. “He believed you and the rest of your team were
more valuable than any equipment owned by the CAPE. I only authorized your team to go
because of its size and Lieutenant Galen’s combat experience, seeing as how the Ozymandias
has operated on a skeleton crew due to our dwindling budget as it is, and then he decides to send
a rescue team to the last known point of contact in another PEV.” Her pregnant pause only
indicates annoyance. “But...luckily for you, you were not far away, and they brought you back
immediately. So I-we-need to understand what transpired and assess the situation to determine
exactly what occurred on TNG-982.”

The good captain, Malcolm Tyrell, values his crew—values us, values me. He has been one of
the only people on this bothersome vessel to make me feel as though I belonged to something
greater, something above my outlooks and beliefs. The only other is Doctor Andrea Nix. Was
Doctor Andrea Nix.
“You must examine the rescue team, keep them quarantined like me!” Good Captain Tyrell sent
more crewmen to the surface, the fool! My only fear is that he has made a grave error in
judgment, one that carries with it implications of a most horrifying nature. Damn his “leave no
one behind” philosophy! Damn us all! There are things that exist in the vastness of time and
space not meant to be known by Man, and among the celestial bodies I’ve touched under my
feet, this is the first I’ve determined is uninhabitable, and with good reason.
“Why?”
“Just do it! I-” Christ! The ache inside becomes terrible pain, and it increases deep in the sinew
of my musculature, allowing me to only grunt in discomfort. A horrid spark trickles all through
me as though my blood carries with it seething fire. My stomach churns and bubbles, and nausea
manifests.
“Doctor Jacobs, are you all right?”
I cannot see, but I grip my arm, what seems to be the source of the agony, and feel the lumpy
scar: a wound I know that I received on TNG-982. The one given to me by Edward Galen, CAPE
Lieutenant—only, it wasn’t Galen.
A white-hot searchlight explodes the room and blinds me. “Yes, you were wounded when we
found you,” Eckers mutters, seeing that I’m clutching my arm. “Aside from minor abrasions—
cuts, bruises—and beyond the blood, that wound is all that we found. Nasty, from the looks of it.
Like an animal’s scratch.”
With her observation compounded on to my own, I formulate an answer, the same one that I
hypothesized when I received the wound:
Contagion.
Slow, but all-consuming, infection.
Nix and Galen were attacked outright, murdered and altered, but me—I escaped with a scratch. It
was but a tiny door, one through which it entered and established residence. It spoke to me. Why
can I not hear it now? It provided the knowledge I will have to use to convince Eckers, and save
others from what might come. Even as an expert in biology, both human and extra-terrestrial
(though much of the alien life discovered has been of the microscopic, single-celled variety), I do
not know nor comprehend every single detail, every process, involved in what I witnessed. But I
know just enough.

“You seem to be healing rather quickly,” Eckers continues, “and that should be considered a
small miracle, too. But no matter. Now for the task at hand.”
I attempt to see beyond the light, to see a face looking back, but there isn’t one to be found.
Eckers, for all I know, is behind me, above me, underneath me; I’m praying that she’s behind
one of the walls, away from me. I have to remain in this isolation tank for the safety of the
Ozymandias. “I’ll tell you what happened, Commandant. But you must promise me something.”
“No promises, Doctor. But I will do what is necessary once we’re finished.”
I remain adamant in my negotiation, despite knowing that withholding my testimony will
inadvertently yield destructive consequences. “No. You either agree to what I ask, or I say
nothing.”
“You have nothing to negotiate, Doctor Jacobs,” she says stoically. “This is merely to ascertain
what occurred on your mission and to determine your state of mind. CAPE needs your
information, however, and we would rather obtain it willingly, especially now that you at least
appear stable.”
“Please,” I ask.
The searchlight clicks, and I am once more enveloped in the dark. A moment of silence, and then
Eckers speaks. “Very well. Go on.”
“Keep the rescue team quarantined,” I say again.
A brief silence, until Eckers finally replies, “It will take time. I am to interview them once they
have concluded tests in the infirmary, and once we’re finished with your debriefing.”
“Do it now,” I demand.
“Fine.” No words for the moment, as I am sure she is debating with someone nearby, or over
comms, about the rescue team. I just hope that she heeds that warning, as well as the ones
coming. “Continue,” she says.
“Do not return to TNG-982. No one must ever go there—tell Tyrell,” my bones scorch and
crackle with needles, “tell him to destroy it if he can. One of the War Freighters can do it.
They’re equipped with surface-piercing thermonuclear missiles, yes?” The scar on my arm
begins to itch and the surrounding skin prickles into gooseflesh. “And do not, under any
circumstances, retrieve anything else from the surface-”
“But Doctor Jacobs-”
“Listen, damn you! Don’t! No bodies, no wreckage, no samples-nothing!” I breathe deeply in an
attempt to regain myself. “And lastly, once I’m finished telling you what happened...” I trail off,

finding that I’m scratching harder and harder upon the scar, my nails already peeling away the
surface of the fresh skin.
“Doctor Jacobs…”
“When I’m finished...” Beneath the skin, among the muscle tissue of my forearm, something
stirs, sending a pulse through my mortal being. It reawakens. “You must kill me, and incinerate
the remains.”
She relents. After a moment, I begin my account, and Commandant Eckers begins recording.

Consciousness returned at nightfall, its only solace being that it ended my fiery nightmares of the
crash itself. I deduced that my prayers for the survival of my team were successful when I saw
that both Doctor Nix and Lieutenant Galen were up and about, having pulled me away from the
PEV-12’s gnarled wreckage. I noticed that my helmet’s HUD read “O2 Levels Optimal,” though
I neglected to remove it regardless of the atmosphere’s breathability. We were still unsure of any
potential airborne pathogens, and I saw that both Nix and Galen had kept theirs on. I silently
thanked God, feeling that anything else would have allowed our deaths, and I pushed myself up
to examine the surroundings.
For a seemingly dead planet in a seemingly dead solar system, I was amazed days earlier when
the Ozymandias’ sensors acknowledged a large carbon-based presence. Immediately, I asked that
I be included in the small recon team to be sent to explore the planet, codenamed TNG-982, and
I was excited at the prospect of observing and discovering new life. I didn’t even mind that I
would only be accompanied by one CAPE soldier to deal with the very idea of possible danger—
I only cared about exploration. Yet in the aftermath of impact on the surface, standing in the
opacity of the night air, I found that the land around me was devoid of life. Gripping some loose
soil in my hands was like sifting through cold ash. It had all been for nothing.
“...All for nothing,” I mumbled.
“Lieutenant! He’s conscious!” It was a moment before I realized that it was Nix speaking, and
that she was talking about me. Her hurried footsteps crunching toward me snapped me out of my
trance. “Oh God, Trevor, are you all right?” The amount of gladness in Andrea Nix’s eyes gave
just the tiniest bit of comfort, but I detected the anxiety there too, and I shared it with her. I
wanted to share better things with her.
“Y-yes, I’m fine, Andrea. Are you okay?”
“I am, Trevor.” Her cheeks briefly flushed, and she helped me to my feet. “You were
unconscious after the crash,” she continued. “I wasn’t sure whether or not you were in any form
of a coma. It’s not my expertise, you know.” It was true—she was a botanist, a student of the
sister science to my own, though she deemed herself a “xenobotanist” due to the fact that in
terms of alien life, plants had been discovered in more abundance and studied with much more

scrutiny. We had always held something of a friendly rivalry during our time on the
Ozymandias, and she was most certainly in the lead in the contest of discovery. I had something
to prove, though this planet was proving to be yet another dry spot for me. “But you seem fine to
me,” she finished reassuringly, gently touching my shoulder.
“Goddamn CAPE equipment!” I recognized the steely, dryly American growl of Lieutenant
Edward Galen, and fully understood his frustration. Even when he spoke, however, he still
sounded abnormally calm.
“What is it, Lieutenant?” I asked.
“Pay for perfection, get sub-par, that’s what. Fucking budget cuts.” He came over to us, seething
as he tossed a piece of scrap into a pile littered with wires and electronics from the inside of the
PEV-12. “Glad to see you up and about, Doctor Jacobs. You weren’t looking especially well
when we landed-” He paused to correct himself. “Crashed.”
I withdrew as the chaotic descent’s memory filled me with flashing crimson lights and the
claustrophobic wheezes induced by the belief that death was fast approaching. Beyond his visor,
I saw the concern in Galen’s eyes as I recalled the moments leading to the crash, and I did my
damnedest to stifle the trauma. However, in his eyes, dwelling behind that façade of strict,
calculating military training, I could also see the smallest hint of fear embedded—concealed,
though not quite hidden. “Are you all right, Doctor?”
“Yes,” I managed.
He cleared his throat, likely trying to conceal his anxieties in a similar fashion as to my own, and
was back to business. “Okay, then. Doctor Nix, see if you can find me any materials to fashion a
radio, a beacon, something. We have to alert the Ozymandias so they can send a rescue team.”
“They—they may already know something’s wrong,” I said.
Galen wasn’t buying my idea. “Maybe they have, but I’m not taking that chance. They may think
we’re dead.” He began walking past Nix and I, his footsteps crunching along the ground like
hammers on shattered glass. “There’s more wreckage nearby,” he said, pointing at a dimly lit
area a few meters away. “I’ll comb through it. You two can do one last sweep here. Put whatever
you find in that pile.”
“Right,” Nix replied. “C’mon, Trevor.”
I nodded, but felt a sudden tremor below me. We all felt it. The ground beneath Lieutenant Galen
shifted and moved. He fell to his knees, landing heavily, and the rumbling caused me to drop as
well.
Nix maintained her balance and reached down for me. “What in hell is going on?”

I had no idea, and I could see in Galen’s shocked face that he didn’t, either. “Galen! Galen, are
you all right?”
But he was unable to reply before what came next. From the alien earth below him, something
resembling a spiny tentacle erupted upward and loomed above. As he started to cry out for help,
the limb whipped around Galen’s head and clenched, crushing the reinforced glass of his helmet
into his face. The broken chunks splintered and fell apart, and the tentacle drilled its clicking
claws into his skull, shredding and slicing away in sticky strips.
Grasping a shard from his helmet’s remains, Galen jabbed the monstrous thing desperately. It
recoiled with an inhuman shriek, surrendering its grip on the CAPE soldier, rising up as it
dropped him clumsily to the dirt. Galen lumbered weakly, clutching his ruined head in his hands
like a bushel of apples, fearful that juicy pieces would scatter should he relinquish his hold. Ruby
red pulp flowed from his ears onto his shoulders, staining the charcoal suit a dull, sticky maroon.
“Runnnn,” Galen garbled through pulverized lips. He crawled only a few feet and collapsed,
prompting Nix in her window of adrenaline-fueled clarity to want to sprint toward him, though I
knew that he would not survive the injury, regardless of whether she saved him or not. It didn’t
take a biologist to determine that.
The tentacle, meanwhile, became a rigid column of slimy meat and pulsed violently, erupting
into a mass of multiple, unique organisms. Each was the size of a small dog but all had various
limbs, arachnoid and crustacean in appearance, squalling mouths and wagging tongues—all of
the creatures were differently shaped and moving outward like an ocean wave. I grabbed Nix’s
leg to prevent her from running headlong into the mass, telling her that it was of no use and that
we needed to avoid detection or else we suffer Galen’s fate. She defiantly tried to pull me, but
upon hearing Galen’s gurgling moans, she resigned her efforts—she knew I was right.
Within seconds, they were all upon him, latching on and consuming his body. His dwindled
shape thrashed in agony, but while a great number of the creatures scuttled back toward the hole
from which they appeared as part of the tentacle, some remained behind and began fusing
themselves onto Galen. It seemed as though they were adding biomass to his remains, altering
him: Parasites changing him at a cellular level, providing him with nutrients, reconstituting his
shape into something gnarled, malformed...terrifying.
By God, I had never seen anything like it in nature, not on Earth or anywhere else. What kind of
organisms were these things? What were they doing? Were they making him predatory? Could
they have been weaponizing him?
It was horrible to witness as a God-fearing man, but fascinating from the view of my biologist’s
eyes—no, dare I say it, my xenobiologist’s eyes! To see a beast of such terrible majesty,
something so horrific and unlike anything studied on Earth, on any planet within our dominion
thus far, left me in silent awe, a feeling interrupted only by the pleading of my colleague.
“Trevor, we need to go! Come on!” She was right, though my judgment lapsed in favour of more
study.

When Galen shifted and stood, I did the same, slowly, and Nix continued tugging my arm. Only
when the creature, an amalgam of assorted claws and tendrils fused by slimy veins of flesh,
turned to face me did I fully comprehend the immediacy of the danger, and my God-fearing half
wrestled control from morbid curiosity. Still, it was too late and I was frozen, locked in place by
nothing more than shivering fright. “Damn it, Trevor, come on!” Nix screamed, releasing me and
moving away behind me, expecting me to follow suit. But I was unable.
The monstrosity that wore the malformed visage of Edward Galen shambled toward me like a
puppet held by invisible strings, its motor functions jumpstarted by jolts of some unknown power
that caused jerking, irregular motions. It came faster and faster, reaching for me with squirming
appendages no longer appearing as human hands, but more like bouquets of assorted, bony
fingers. I could feel the instinct of flight returning, but I only managed to lift my arms before the
grotesque beast had me by my wrists.
“Galen, no...” I managed.
Gasping from behind my helmet’s visor, comprised of reinforced glass that acted as the only
protection separating me from the creature, I then tried to scream for Nix. I gazed at its horrid
appearance as I struggled, all of its features aglow in the orange light of the PEV-12’s nearby
blazing wreck. The only quality remaining of Galen upon the abhorrent form that, only moments
before, had been his head was his stern, dark face. He stared at me, his dead, pearlescent eyes
glaring into mine and beyond—nothing recognizably human dwelled behind them—and small
growths, like boils, breached his cheeks and forehead. His mouth opened and released a roar that
sounded nothing like the calm modality of Edward Galen’s speech, rising higher in pitch until it
was a shriek, and my breaths came quicker and quicker as I saw the boils swell, forming fissures
that began rippling and tearing apart. Like a flower, Galen’s face spurt outward, splitting open in
uneven pieces. Each petal produced teeth that sprayed translucent ooze and coated my visor.
“Nix, help me!” I tried helplessly to pull away, but its strength was unmatched by my own. From
the thing’s maw came Galen’s tongue, swelling like a balloon until it burst, metamorphosing into
a cluster of tiny, fork-like hands that reached out and clutched my helmet. “Nix!” I cried as my
head was enveloped.
The grip on my arms suddenly released, dropping me to the ground, and I opened my eyes. The
Galen-creature yelped and, through the gooey smear on my visor, I witnessed a blurred Nix
attacking it, beating it senseless with a titanium rod coated in fiery fuel from the PEV-12. It
screeched in anguish, each wail punctuated by a muted clang of metal upon flesh. In moments,
the only noises I could hear above my wheezing breaths were Nix’s grunting and the crackling of
flames—the attack had set the alien thing ablaze. It attempted to escape, but Nix pursued,
wanting to put an end to the threat.
“Andrea!” I shouted, only hearing the primal shrieks of the creature. I wiped away the beast’s
saliva to see more clearly, and it was then that I felt a sensation of growing discomfort. There
was something in my arm, and I knew immediately: a claw from the Galen-creature’s malformed
hand had scratched open the arm of my suit, lodging itself in the muscle of my forearm, and it
was still twitching.

Oh God! Contagion! My insides quivered in panic, and denial could not quell my terror. Nothing
could.
I had borne witness to what a life-form on this planet could do to a perfectly healthy human
being when attacked, and I shuddered at the prospect of what could happen to me—no, I wasn’t
being overwhelmed by an army of creatures, but just one open wound could bring about
potentially gruesome results. All hope was dashed, scattering like a deck of cards in a blast of icy
air, for the biologist within knew that this was it. God would not be able to save me here.
There was still the matter of the thorny digit sticking from me, still affected by the spasms
brought on by recent, traumatic injury, a reaction strangely akin to homo-sapiens; perhaps we
had much more in common with these alien beings that comprehension granted. Its damage was
surely done, and there was no telling what effect it would have on me, but I could at least be
comfortable. I reached for it, but it moved away. It sensed my action. It knew, and in a bid for
self-preservation, the parasitic thing tore itself deeper into my skin.
The moment that it carved into my muscle tissue, my nerves screamed and I followed suit. I felt
it move up my bicep and into my shoulder, and though the agonizing sensation lessened, muted
perhaps by the abundance of muscle and organic tissue surrounding it as it moved deeper into my
body, I could still feel it. A dull, throbbing ache made its way through my chest, passing my
lungs and stomach, and moved toward my spine, continuing its passage upward. Upward toward
my—
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ASH HEAP by Paul Lubaczewski
Mason was almost to the top of the hill on his bike. Tim and Lucas were supposed to be waiting
for him at Lucas’ house, so he was hurrying. Well, at least they had better be waiting for him.
They said they weren’t going to take off without him today, so Mason was probably worrying
needlessly. They were most likely just watching Creature Feature, but still, they’d done it once
before, after all. Once was all it took in the limited frame of reference that was childhood to
make you wonder if it was a possibility, nay, even a probability to recur. Twice, made you think
it was always going to happen.
Mason reached the crossroads and made sure to check both ways. Sometimes he could be a bit
lax about checking, but not crossing Ridge Road. Any road that deserved a highway designation
also deserved caution. Not seeing, and just as importantly hearing, anyone he dug into the
Schwinn and made it fly across to the wooded dark on the other side. Lucas’ house was on an
intensely shaded street, as was the road that he’d just been peddling up. The crossing of Ridge
was like exiting a cave, only to return right back to its depths an instant later.
He was sweating heavily, but he didn’t notice it or care very much. It was summer, you sweated
everything up, and got dirty too. It was what summer was for. Well, that and the pool, and
talking Mom in to making you Kool-Aid. But, if you didn’t get all hot and sweaty and dirty, how
would you convince Mom to take you to the pool and make you Kool Aid? A summer without
those, now that would be the real tragedy.
He saw Tim and Lucas’ bikes lying under the big tree in Lucas’ front yard. Great! They were
still there! The last time they had taken off on him, they had gone the rest of the way down in to
town, and there was no way he could have found them. He’d have been stuck all day looking for
them if he had even tried, so he had gone back home mad instead.
Mason dropped his bike next to the others and went to the front door. It was an old 50s style
screen door, with little pock marks of corrosion all over it. Lucas’ entire house looked like
everything had last been new twenty years ago, for some reason. The old-fashioned tile siding,
that all the shade from the enormous tree had caused some mould to begin to grow on it, went
with the elderly screen door, which had the old-style scrolling sticking out past the screen itself.
Mason had no idea why Lucas’ parents liked old stuff so much that most of their things were old.
They didn’t talk to the kids enough to be asked why. Lucas’ dad would be out back at his little
garage working on some car or another, his mom slept a lot on Saturdays.
Mason knocked hard. If they were watching Creature Feature, he had to knock loud, otherwise,
they would just ignore it. Coming over here all the time had proven it to be true. Mason thought
the only reason Lucas was so quick to come to the door if knocked loud, was to make sure
Mason didn’t knock any louder and disturb his mom.
Sure as sin, the door popped open, and Lucas was standing there, “You’re late, the movie is
almost over!”

Mason looked at his thin friend with his freckles and crew cut, and tried to gauge how serious he
was, not very, he figured. “My Mom said I had to have lunch before I came over.”
“Well, come in and shut up, you’re only lucky it was in commercials or I wouldn’t have opened
up, but it’s getting to the good part so hurry up,” Lucas shrugged before turning to go in.
Mason sat down next to Tim on the living room floor. Lucas seemed annoyed, Lucas often
seemed annoyed, and Mason knew to avoid it when he sensed his annoyance. Tim just brushed
his longish auburn hair away and waved a lanky arm quickly by way of hello, it seemed more
inviting next to him anyway. Lucas hadn’t been wrong though, when the movie came on, it was
getting right to the spot in the Hammer horror film when the orchestra had to work over time.
Dracula was on the run, with some buxom woman in tow, fleeing the righteous wrath of Peter
Cushing. They’d seen enough of these to know Cushing would kill Lee, but it didn’t stop the
three of them from devouring the films. Mason was kind of bummed. If he had known it was a
Dracula, he might have stayed at home until the movie was over, and if they went in to town
without him again, they weren’t his only friends.
As soon as the movie reached its crashing climax, Lucas was already up and heading for the
door. He stopped and grabbed and turned to look at the other two, “C’mon, let’s go.”
“Where are we going?” Mason queried trying to get some life in to his foot, which had fallen
asleep.
“This time, we’re going in the house first.”

Where they were peddling to, Mason had passed it on the way, they had gone there many times.
But never in to the house before. They’d always chickened out. There was an ancient junkyard
behind the abandoned farmhouse, which made for all kinds of play. They would each pick a car
and pretend to drive it, they’d roll down the windows and call out to each other, like it was a real
car chase, and in their minds, they were all really driving these rusting Detroit behemoths when
they had been in their prime. And they were behemoths, there wasn’t a car that was newer than a
1970 Chevy Nova in the place. It must have been the last car to even come in, which if they had
thought about it, meant the house had only been abandoned for nine years at the most.
They hadn’t thought about it, they had built an entire mythos about the place and its bare wood
exterior and what it hid inside. Every bike ride back from riding around in the fifties classics was
filled with tales of what the place was, and what had happened there to make it abandoned. All of
them outrageous lies that had much to do with whatever film had been on Creature Feature the
week before. But, all of them completely believable to eight-year-old boys. That it had only sat
empty for a few years entered in to none of the stories, but even if they had, that was still all their
lives, that was, forever.
Now Lucas was determined to go inside, Mason’s heart raced at the mere thought of it. Even
though the way to it was all downhill, he could feel the pounding in his toast rack of a chest. As
it was nearing, and they could see the old farm house coming in to view, Mason began to secretly

wish that they would all whizz right by and just continue to Mason’s own road to play down
there by the creek instead.
He had almost convinced himself that that was indeed what they were doing when he heard
Lucas’ bike begin to skid as his friend stepped back on the pedal to engage his brakes.
Automatically Mason and Tim did the same. Mason finally came to a stop and looked back to
where Lucas was standing astride his bike looking smug at his friends.
“C’mon, we can put our bikes around the back,” Lucas said tersely. Behind the building was
where they always hid their bikes. Out front would attract too much attention, there weren’t a lot
of houses overall on this road, so it wasn’t like there was much else to look at for the passer-by.
Two shiny new Stingrays and a Huffy left out front was begging for a tongue lashing from an
adult.
Mason and Tim followed slowly, they had been daring each other for weeks to go in to the
house, but a dare is one thing, actually doing it was far different. The bikes were set up close
against the house, hidden by some weedy looking young saplings. They couldn’t help but follow
Lucas as he led the way through the weeds to the front porch. Next would be the door they all
knew wasn’t locked, they’d tried it before, but didn’t go in.
The weathered bare boards creaked as they stepped on to the porch where Lucas was waiting.
“So, what made you decide we had to do this today?” Tim demanded. Mason couldn’t help the
slight note of pleading in his voice as he did.
Lucas shrugged, “We’ve been talking forever about what was in here, I got sick of being curious.
Only one way you find out what’s in something is to go find out, we’ll all be dead of old age if
we wait around for our parents to tell us anything.”
Mason was fairly sure that once you were an adult you became privy to all those secrets but
couldn’t fault Lucas’ overall logic. Parents never told you anything important, maybe it was stuff
you learned in school eventually. That might explain why High School kids would never talked
to them, they must have been sworn to secrecy and didn’t want to accidentally let anything slip.
“Any of you chickens want to go in first? Or do I gotta do everything?” Lucas turned, with the
door knob in his hand, and a wicked smile on his face.
Part of Mason wanted to just plunge ahead and go in front of Lucas to wipe that grin off his face.
Part of him didn’t want to have to go in at all. The part that knew that wasn’t an option said,
“Well go on already, you’re standing right there.”
“Babies,” Lucas muttered as he leaned in to the paint chips that covered the door and shoved.
The door stuck for a moment but then swung open so suddenly Lucas almost fell inside. Tim and
Mason both stared past him to get their first glimpse of this mysterious house. What greeted
them was a dim, dirty hallway, dust was heavy on everything, even the peeling wallpaper.
Stepping inside, they could see a set of steps, plain and rickety leading upstairs, and that the
hallway led to what could clearly be seen to be the kitchen.

“Well, hurry the heck up, don’t just stand there with the door open, someone will see us!” Lucas
barked at his playmates.
It shocked his two awestruck friends in to stepping in to the house. Mason absentmindedly shut
the door behind him, making the dim building even darker, and he didn’t want to admit, more
frightening. The only two bright areas they could see, was upstairs, where light came in to a
window above the steps, and the kitchen. They could see rooms on one side of the door, but the
windows were all shuttered, and it was almost impossible to see in to the gloom they held.
Mason didn’t want Lucas to have a chance to humiliate him again, but he also didn’t want to go
in to the rooms that were all dark, “I’ll check upstairs!”
“I’m going to see if I can find the basement!” Lucas called out, and Mason couldn’t help noticing
he went for the other bright spot, the kitchen.
“Tim, you could stay here, in case the stairs aren’t safe,” Mason smiled kindly at Tim.
A look of relief briefly flashed over Tim’s face, his brown eyes practically gleamed with
gratitude, “Yeah, I better keep an eye out on you, don’t know how safe they are.”
Mason took his first tentative step on to the stairs, it creaked a warning as he put pressure down,
causing his heart to leap in to his throat! But it didn’t feel weak, it had just sat for a while with
nobody to walk on it, and it was something you should expect. Old houses were supposed to
creak, Lucas’ house creaked all the time, and nobody thought it was haunted, or going to fall
down if you so much as touched it. At least that’s what Mason kept telling himself as he willed
his other foot to take the next step and remove himself from the comfort of the safe seeming
ground floor.
The next step did not creak, he almost gasped with relief. Logic told him he was being silly, but
logic hadn’t stayed up to watch all those horror films where the rotten old stairs gave out on the
hero or heroine and trapped them with the monster either! Two halves of his brain were arguing,
and both of them were positive that they were right, but logic also had ego on its side, which
didn’t want to be called a chicken. Its victory in hand logic with egos help kept propelling Mason
up the steps.
He had just made it to the landing and was about to make the turn to go the rest of the way up the
steps when they heard Lucas yell from the kitchen, “Holy crap! Guys get over here!”
Relief flooded over Mason causing him to bound down the stairs making them groan
threateningly as he landed on them. He hadn’t even wanted to be in the house at all, going
upstairs was just a way to shut Lucas up. Reprieve! Who knew? Maybe Lucas had found
something cool that would keep them busy all day! All Mason knew was this was a sign that God
listened to the secret prayers of little boys!

They found Lucas standing in front of an open closet door grinning from ear to ear. “So, what
was so important you had to start yelling, letting everybody know we’re in here? I don’t wanna
get in trouble!” Tim demanded hiding his own relief with annoyance.
Lucas turned his hands full, his eyes gleaming in the dim sunlight that made it through the dingy
windows. “Keys!” he enthused holding out hands full of rings of them.
Mason and Tim looked and each other and shrugged, then Tim said, “So what? I mean some of
the really old ones might be cool and all....”
A look of annoyance flashed across Lucas’ face, “Don’t you dummies get it? When people break
down or wreck, a lot of times they left stuff in the cars! There could be all kinds of cool junk in
there, just sitting there for the taking. All we gotta do is figure out which key goes to which car
and grab it!”
Both Mason and Tim looked uncertain at the plan. That left it to Tim to voice what they were
both thinking. “Umm isn’t that a bit like stealing?” he asked uncertainly.
The look on Lucas’ face was incredulous, “In case you dummies haven’t noticed, this place is
abandoned. Finders keepers! Now stop being wussies and grab a ring of keys. Last one to open a
trunk is a girl!”
Cowed, they both looked past Lucas in to the closet to see ring after ring of them hanging on
hooks inside. Tim reluctantly reached in and grabbed a couple off their hooks stepping back out
for Mason to take a turn. Mason squinted in to the gloom to see what was available, and then he
spotted it! Grinning he reached in and grabbed a ring full of keys, a ring containing the key to a
car his cousin had had just a couple of years ago, the distinctive key to a 1960s Mustang.
“Aren’t you grabbing more than that?” Lucas groused.
“Nah, it would only confuse me, I wanna concentrate on just a little group of keys,” Mason
shrugged.
“I don’t know, it’s a big lot, there’s a lot of cars,” Tim said dubiously.
“You do it how you want, I’ll do it how I want,” Mason sniffed.
“Stop fighting, girls, and let’s go hunting,” Lucas said happily before going over and unlocking
the back door. What stretched in front of them was acres of rusted cars in various states of
destruction, from the stripped down to the frame, to the vicious accident victim, to the
overheated and died on the side of the road. It had never been in operation in the boy’s life, but it
must have been THE place to go for parts for the do it yourself mechanic at one time. Now
weeds had taken over the previously well-maintained rows and paths, and silence ruled amid the
rusting ghosts of automotive adventures past. On a windy day there would be the occasional
creak as rusting metal rubbed against rusting metal, but today the air was still, and so was the
yard.

Mason remembered one thing from previous trips to this place to play around the empty cars, the
rows were organized by make. That meant that all he needed to do was find the Ford section, the
newer cars would be towards the front, including the Mustang the key he held in his hand went
to. He’d let those two struggle a bit before he went to the car he needed.
He watched his friends stumble off with no plan except to keep trying keys and hoping that one
of them opened something. Mason was about to be a hero, he’d be the one to get a trunk open!
He just had to make sure he didn’t give them too much time, one of them might get lucky and
actually get a car open first.
He checked down the major manufacturers, the Chevy section was huge, so he was happy he
didn’t have to go that way. He could see Tim heading over there lackadaisically. Mason
suspected that Tim was still having second thoughts about whether or not this was stealing and
was trying to stretch it out in hopes of not having to do anything. The way Mason saw it, Lucas
was right. As long as he’d been alive this place had been abandoned, if anybody wanted anything
in here, they’d have taken it by now. Snooze you lose.
Mason strolled over to the Fords calmly and started scanning the rows. Most of the cars were
massive hunks of forties and fifties steel, but far in the back, he could even see the remains of
some Model-Ts. None of which he was what he was looking for. What he wanted meant he
wouldn’t have to walk far at all, he could see all the Mustangs the lot had, all close to the front as
newer arrivals.
There were only three of them that he could find, this would be a snap! The first one was a white
convertible, which was no go, but he mentally took a note of it to play in later. The interior
wasn’t bad yet the top was still holding out water somehow. The next one was a blue car that
some previous owner had hot-rodded a bit, the side pipes it had been fitted with now packed in to
the dirt, the mag wheels it must have had, having been long since stripped off and sold.
The key fit perfectly. The lid opened.
Lucas and Tim came running when they heard Mason scream.

“What? What in the hell are you yelling about?” Lucas demanded, cursing, which was a sure
sign he was mad about something.
Mason could only point at the open trunk lid. Tim looked over his shoulder and whirled away
with his hand over his mouth. Lucas finally got there to look himself, he just quietly breathed,
“Ho... leee.... sheep dip!”
They all gaped at the body that lay in the trunk. As far as they could tell from the mummified
remains, it had been a woman. Much of the dress she had been wearing had been torn loose,
exposing her withered breasts letting them know her sex. Her hair had matted and clumped,

wreathing her face. From appearances it would be impossible to tell what she looked like in life
now that the flesh had become desiccated and shrunken. It would be ridiculous to consider a
cause of death that would have ended with her in a car trunk that could have been kind or natural,
but the massive gash at her throat, and the others on her chest assured them that hers had been far
from it!
“What are we gonna do?” Tim whispered.
“Well we gotta tell an adult,” Mason came back to himself a bit hearing his friends.
“Are you kidding?! And tell someone we were in the house?” Lucas spluttered.
“You dope, once they find out about the body, they aren’t gonna care about any stupid keys we
found in an empty house,” Tim scoffed.
“Yeah Lucas, this girl could be missing, we could be heroes for finding her,” Mason agreed.
Lucas’ face went blank as he considered the thought. “Huh! Yeah, heroes, that’d be cool, I
hadn’t even thought about it that way,” Lucas conceded rubbing his hand through the stubble he
had for hair, which he did while he was thinking. “Yeah, yeah I guess we better just tell an
adult.”
Just as they had agreed, but before they could fully turn to leave, in an instant the air had turned
frigid! It suddenly felt like a winter breeze on a hot summer day! All of them heard the voice
come with the wind to bellow, “NO!”
They all froze to the spot in terror, none of them saying anything until Mason managed to squeak
out, “Who’s there!”
The female voice sounding quieter and more reasonable now implored, “You can’t let anyone
know you’ve found me! I’ve got a good hiding place here, you can’t blow this for me now!”
“Why? Why don’t you want anyone to find you?” Tim whispered in fear. None of them doubted
for a second that there could be a ghost, especially with a body right there. They were three
experts on horror films, and if you were going to start doubting horror films, you might as well
give up on Halloween and Santa Claus too while you were at it.
“If HE finds me.... I can’t let him find me! If he finds me, he’ll do terrible things, he’ll hurt me,
and worse!” the voice pleaded with them.
“I got news for you, lady, if that’s you down there in that car, ain’t nobody going to hurt you no
worse,” Lucas sneered overcoming his own terror with the defence of derision. Mason had a hard
time not chuckling at that himself, it broke the tension up, and none of them could have been any
tenser than they were at that moment.

“Please! You must promise! You must promise not to tell anyone that I’m hiding here out in the
yard.... because if he finds me.... he just, he just can’t find me!”
“Could you give us a second?” Mason asked.
All three of them stepped a bit away from the car. Tim looked back over his shoulder repeatedly
at the open trunk of the Mustang, as if at any moment the ravaged body it held would come
leaping out at them to do some unspeakable horror to them!
“Can you believe this crud?” Lucas whispered once they were a little bit away.
“Well it’s happening, ain’t it? We’re all hearing her, right?” Tim said wide eyed with fear.
“What are we gonna do? We gotta tell somebody,” insisted Mason.
“Why?” asked Lucas.
“Whaddya mean why? Cause you’re supposed to tell an adult these things,” Mason responded
shocked at the seemingly nonchalant attitude of his friend.
“Well, she doesn’t want us to,” Lucas insisted flatly.
“Uhh, yeah, Mason, she seemed pretty sure she didn’t want us saying anything,” Tim sheepishly
agreed.
“I don’t know, I think is one of those situations that once an adult finds out, your opinion on
what you want stops counting,” Mason persisted.
“But Mason, c’mon, she’s dead, you don’t get any more adult than that!” Lucas retorted hotly.
Mason had to concede that Lucas had him there. He wasn’t an expert on bodies, but you couldn’t
be any more adult than dead. Every funeral he had ever gone to, it had been an adult in the coffin
after all. But still, he had a nagging worry. “What if an adult finds her later, and finds out we
were here, and we didn’t say nuthin’?” he said laying down his ace in the hole.
“Yeah we would be in Dutch for that Lucas,” Tim said, setting up a reputation as a lifelong
waffler.
Lucas thought about it long and hard before saying, “Tell you what! If she’ll promise not to tell
anyone we were here, we can lock the car back up, and put the keys back. Nobody could have
possibly seen us in the house.”
It seemed logical, Mason still had nagging guilt over the whole thing, but what could he do?
Lucas had made an airtight case. “Well,” he said dubiously, “if she promises not to tell.”

When they returned to the car, the hopeful voice of the woman echoed in all their heads, “Please,
tell me you won’t tell where I’m hiding?”
“OK, but you gotta promise us something,” Lucas took over the negotiations.
“Anything! Just don’t tell him where I am!” she implored.
“If someone else finds you, you gotta promise not to tell we found you first,” Lucas demanded.
“Is that all? Well, we have a deal!” the woman’s voice enthused with relief. She seemed to think
for a moment before adding, “But if sometimes, you’d like to visit and talk, I’ll still be here.”
“Yeah, we figured you weren’t up for stepping out on the town. Alright, I’m gonna shut the
trunk, and then we gotta go,” Lucas concluded his negotiations abruptly.
“Thank you, see you again sometime,” the woman’s voice faded.
“Yeah good luck with that,” Lucas sneered already on his way for the house to put the keys back,
Tim close on his heels.
“Bye,” Mason whispered, before running to join them.
Just as he was about to open the door, Lucas whirled on the other two. “We’re gonna have to
promise each other not to tell too,” he said, his eyes focusing on Mason.
“Yeah, it’s no good just promising her, we gotta have a pact,” Tim agreed.
“Spit?” asked Mason, not liking the look in Lucas’ eyes.
“Naw, spit is for not narcing if you grab some candy at the 5&10 without paying,” Lucas said.
He reached in to his pocket and pulled out his trusty Barlow pocket knife, “Something like this,
it’s got to be blood!”

The junkyard was silent for the moment, the three boys had ridden off, each of them trying to
steer their bikes with one hand. The vast car graveyard was how it always was again, still, except
for the occasional groan of the rusting metal, or tinkling as a piece fell off. Not even the wind
blew today.
If you were listening the right way, a voice could be heard wafting across the yard, “Are they
gone?”
Another voice piped up, coming from the trunk of a 1960 Impala, “Yeah, they left.”
“Good riddance,” grumbled the first voice, found to be emanating from a 55 Bel-Air.

“I like when they come, it’s different,” a female voice said, coming from the trunk of a 44 Ford
Deluxe.
“You would,” groused the 55.
“So, what was the new girl blathering about this time,” asked the Impala.
“Same stuff she says all the time; she isn’t dead she’s just hiding,” the Deluxe sniped, “like she’s
too good for what happened to all of us!”
“Harrumph! Well, maybe it’s trauma; that man was especially brutal to her,” said Bel-Air.
Soon other voices joined in, a multitude of them, each coming from a different car that they had
been interred in. A whole chorus of voices, a whole yard full of cars. One day they might be
discovered by the wide world, and the horror that happened here would be known to all. But it
wouldn’t be for an exceedingly long time, and for the meantime, the only one of the boys who
even came back to visit was Mason. But he’d never tell, he’d made a pact in blood.
THE END
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BUZZ by Konstantine Paradias
We’re two weeks out of exiting Q-space, halfway through slingshotting along the orbit of
Kepler-186f when I finally hear the buzzing.
BbbzzzzZZZZzzt
It flashes across my ear, the sound of it like the crack of a tiny bullwhip and from the corner of
my eye, I catch it: the tiny black shape, wobbling through the air, miniscule wings beating too
fast to see.
It bobs in the dry, recycled air of the command module once, twice, then finally lands near a
dried patch of mayo, stuck among the blinking lights of panel #3.
“No. No freaking way,” I whisper, as I watch the first fly to make it outside of the Home System
rub its front and hind legs in anticipation of the feast. Its tiny, compound eyes seem to almost
glisten in the off-blue light of the simulated evening in the module.
Eyes glued to the fly, I reach out for something to swat it with: my hands trace the hard angles of
one of the command tablets, a sheaf of laminated protocol papers, an edible plastic mug.
Finally, my fingers get tangled into a length of super-elastic hose that Tanaka had salvaged off
the old food processor, its ends weighed down by squeeze-toy silicone balls. It’s lacking some
spread, but it should more than make up for it impact-wise.
“Atta boy, you stay right there...” I whisper, almost too soft to hear, as I pull back the rubbery
length and line it up with the fly, pulling back as far as it will go. I hold back my breath to steady
myself and let go, the stretch-toy whipping through the air as quick as a bullet.
Splap!
The weighed end slaps into Panel #3, just as the fly launches off the polymer panelling, letting
the switches surrounding it take the bulk of the blow. Three of them flip at once and the lights in
the command module flip to a sepia yellow, letting out a shrill alarm.
Jettisoning biome 4J, the ship’s AI voice comes in and I flick the switches back into place all at
once, before our entire farming strip gets launched into the cold, outer dark.
BbbzzzZZZZZZzzt!
The buzzing comes again, as soon as the alarm has faded, the fly zipping past me to land on a
cryostasis-regulating touchscreen, zipping off it just as the stretch-toy slaps at the controls. All at
once, the AI begins the process of thawing Alvarez and the rest of the Shift-3 crew and I have to
scramble to get them back under before they go into cardiac arrest.

I whip the stretch-toy one last time, aiming at the fly, perched in a corner of the control module,
well away from any panels, dials and screens, only for the weighted end to bounce right back off
the smooth polymer walls and slap me right in the eye.
“Oh, your mother!” I shout just as white-hot pain lances into my brain and I whip the stretch-toy
around like a madman, hear it slapping against the ceiling uselessly, then slap at the door
controls and turn the air conditioning way up, until the artificial breeze shoos the fly out the door
and into the ship proper, where it can’t do any more damage.
“How the hell did you even get here?” I call out to the fly, as I watch it meld into the shadows
lingering in the twists and turns of the ship’s bridge “thought the pencil-necks back home
sterilized the food, put all our clothes through UV just to keep you out. Hell, they flash-freeze the
seeds, you know that?”
Creeping into my field of view, the fly crawls out of the dark and onto the crescent shaped
reinforced glass pane of the research lab. I whip the stretch-toy at it, missing it by a hair’s
breadth, the end of it slapping the security lock. The lab’s door slides open, letting out a gust of
cold, dead air.
“Unless...” I say, following the fly inside the room, watching it circle the gleaming counters, the
spotless surfaces of unbelievably expensive medical equipment, before finally settling near a row
of perfectly arranged beakers, connected by some inexplicably intricate series of tubes, a rubyred liquid slowly dripping through them “you overwintered. Curled your little larva body up into
a ball and slowed down your metabolism so you’d keep warm. It’s how your kind got around, in
the refrigerator days.”
Again, the stretch-toy slaps at empty space were the fly used to be and one of the beakers gets
thrown out of balance, let loose from the contraption. It spins slowly into the diminished gravity
and I grab it out of the air but the rest of the liquid’s started shooting out of the gap in the tubing
and is punching a hole through the counter and into the flooring below.
Warning. Containment compromised. Engaging emergency measures.
A stream of acrid blue smoke starts to pour out of the vents as the doors start to close and the fly
and I race for the gap, clearing the bridge just as the lab’s magnetically locked doors clamp shut
behind us. I go for a cheap shot, but the fly whips around me once, twice, then charges just as I
try to go for a rebound shot. The end slaps against a jutting bit of plastic, then smacks me right in
the liver.
It takes 20 seconds for the pain to kick in, just as the fly makes a victory lap around me then
heads off toward the biomes. Pain washes over me like rolling flame and I crumple like a rag
doll onto the floor, trying to catch my breath.
How can I say this nicely, Wong’s voice echoes in my head as she’s ticking off boxes during the
last psych evaluation; you have trouble...letting things go?

But the company needed somebody that had handled 6 months’ worth of in-transit isolation
before and they wanted them cheap and Wong’s diagnosis helped me get the job even if they did
pay me a pittance and now here I was...
“Up against a shiksha fly!” I roar and step into the biomes, snapping away at the water regulators
(letting a stream of lukewarm recycled water hit me in the face) and knocking down the
tardigrade glass casing (the glass crunching painfully under my ship loafers) and popping off the
oxygen regulator’s cap (which caused a brief fire as it brushed by a length of temporarily
exposed heating coils).
We pirouette, the fly and I, twisting and turning like poltergeists in love until the fly zips right
beside my ear just as the stretch-toy smacks me in the chin. I bite down on my tongue hard but
keep myself from blacking out against the pain, as I watch the fly zip inside the fungal enclosure,
laid out against the airlock.
“Goh yoo, yoo widdle noodgeh,” I managed against my swollen tongue, as I shut down the door
to the enclosure. The fly lands behind the glass, uselessly searching for a way out of the
maglocked door, even as I fumble for the big red lever that causes the entire enclosure to bathe in
red light and the ship AI to go:
Jettisoning biome 32D; unauthorized activity detected, please...
And I slap my thumb against the DNA lock, bypassing the dumb machine, watching as the room
hisses like a dying serpent and everything shudders then goes quiet right before the airlock opens
up into the great yawning cosmos and the entire enclosure goes hurtling of out into the nothing,
tumbling away into the cold and the dark.
In the space between the blinks of an eye, I catch the fly looking up at me, its compound eyes
glistening with escaping moisture, as its legs are ripped away from the glass and it becomes just
a speck of black against the stars. I stick my face against the glass and check, again and again,
keeping the airlock open well past the safety limit until I am sure the biome is nice and empty.
I’ve only just closed the airlock against the AI’s protestations about possible critical pressure
loss, when the buzzing comes again, from somewhere near the legume patch, louder than before:
BbbzzzzZZZZzzt
THE END
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COMMUNAL TROUGH by Joseph J Patchen
Every night the sky lights the earth, exposing the shadows of our inner despair and pain. The
white noise of the everyday and the mundane once silenced in slumber demands our undivided
attention for our conscience to pay for the sins of our existence.
In jumbled dreams our experience magnificently flashes memorable displays sorting our joy and
pain from what must naturally be hidden and what naturally must be stated. Deeper into our
psyche these more dramatic and life changing moments are locked away; are repressed with
triggers buried and buried until they are disarmed, purportedly never to see the light of day so we
can function and smile, perform our societal obligation in the role written for us as a solid and
over oiled cog in the global machine.
It is the light where we find ourselves alive to soak in the warmth and thrive. It is the light, the
light of the day where our performances and underlying station are created and cemented and
protected. Even as our physical form fails, it is the light that must be sought. Everyone wants us
to go to the light.
But I am no longer fooled.
The light is merely a sleight of hand, a misdirection of where our mind is supposed to dwell
awaiting the false prophecies of things to come. The light hides more in shadow than it exposes.
The surface is shallow but the shadow is deep.
I feel peaceful during the night. I always have sought the comfort of the dark since I was a small
child. A small child when I was first approached in my dreams, and then in person with that
proposal.
The interest sparked by those words opened the gates of knowledge and brought me to a larger
understanding of my purpose with my companions.
“Do you know what it is like to die, Joseph?”
“No.”
“Would you like to know? Would you want to taste the air of death? The air that is so thick each
and every day. Would you like have an insight, a hint so you will be prepared when it comes
time for your choice?”
“I…”
“Joseph wouldn’t you hope for an informed choice for your after life?”
“Wouldn’t everybody? Yes, of course.”

I am feeling a serenity and overall liberation since I have been shown what is to be; since the
normal aspects of my normal and mundane life have been exorcised from my lazy thoughts. I am
comforted. I am excited. I am relieved.
The cool breeze is chilling and raising points upon my flesh and hairs. The temperature all
around me begins its plunge.
They are gathering.
Whether they simply appear by my side or come up from the floor below, they are gathering.
They are gathering around my bed; all the recent undead. They are gathering in my chamber of
slumber; with eyes alight with fire to wake me and welcome me to my destiny.
There is a comfort and warmth within the waves of cold that sweep across my naked flesh as I
rest on my back, nude, artfully adorned only by a simple winding sheet. There is an ease to my
mind as I embrace their unblinking gaze.
No longer am I the disgusting little round man that women take advantage of and men mock.
Born again, my breath is drawn deep. I am an infant once more, but wiser. I am a new-born once
again, but this time with the promise of infinite age, swaddled and soon to be caressed by a
family that will not pretend to love me because of social norms. My life; my new life is all before
me.
Pride washes over me as does the warmest bath. My cheeks are robust and bright red with pride.
I have never felt the emotion before, but I love it. Welling up in my breast is an immense glee
and an increasing freeing pride of what I can and will do for others.
For the many; for the many have we spent so far few.
My limbs; they are more flexible; my heart is still without a beat. I worry not for any breath but
only for the dirt to loosen at my feet. Finally I am delivered. Finally I am formed. My allegiance
now is only for the blood I hunt through the night before the morn.
Bowing their heads together they ease into prayer. Eyes close as a solemn and sombre moment is
shared. I can hear the mumble of those giving thanks and the happiness of those experiencing the
joy.
I can feel the spirit and the power of the superior being as we are joined as one.
Eyes close and brows bow as the sanctity of the moment and the meaning of the act we are about
to share is declared holy.
Flashing their sharp canines they awake from prayer. Flashing their sharp canines they lunge and
tear at me flesh with eyes wide and red.

The pain I feel is immense, my shouts and screams even more. But this is little for what I was
called upon to do.
Deep down I understand the meaning. Deep down I understand my role. I embrace it. I embrace
it all. Our enemies shall be made to bleed more.
For the many; for the many I feed but a few. For the many, I wish I could feed many more.
THE END
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THE BLANK SCREEN by Rob Bliss
A meteor blazed through the starry sky and crashed into a small hill. None of the people of
Happy Death Valley saw it. They slept peacefully in their beds. In the crater made by the meteor
sat a glowing orb of some unknown metal. The orb split open and from it slithered a thick purple
tentacle covered in suckers and fine flesh filaments that tasted the air. The alien had landed.
The tentacle emerged fully from the orb and curled into a spiral. Thick green gas hissed from
minute pores on its wet flesh and rose in a column that hung in the air. Once the column was
twenty feet tall and as wide as three Buicks parked end to end, the fog solidified.
Then cracked and fell off in chunks to reveal … Grokwalt of Beta-9!
A hideous alien monster with tentacles extending out from its body at all angles, Grokwalt
undulated across the dirt and shrub, descending from the hill toward the tiny town below. Happy
Death Valley slept on.

Except for Skeeter Muldoon who was watching the Late Late Show, which showed a cheesy
horror flick with scantily-clad co-eds peering behind doors, not turning on lights, and running
through forests screaming their heads off as the killer and his chainsaw sped after them.
Skeeter sucked off a bottle of Jim Beam and picked at a plate of cold nacho chips congealed with
three kinds of cheese, salsa, black olives and jalapenos. He hadn’t changed out of his sweatpants
and Merle Haggard concert t-shirt in five days.
“This is a good movie,” he told the television.
Outside, crickets and frogs were instantly silenced.
Grokwalt left a thick dark stripe of slime leading down the hill onto Skeeter’s property. The dead
shells of cars and farm equipment began to rot and smoke from the corrosive slime. Chickens
had squawked in panic, but Skeeter was too drunk (and the movie, as he said, was too good) for
him to give a shit. Soon, the acidic steam rising off the slime choked the chickens dead.
Skeeter howled a laugh as a frizzy brunette with big hooters (or ‘jugs’ as Skeeter preferred) got a
chainsaw in the centre of her forehead, which made her tube tank top slip down, blood washing
over her hard nipples.
“Bet the director fucked her before he killed her,” Skeeter said before cracking a nacho between
his molars and lifting his left ass cheek off the duct-taped sofa.
He smiled up at an October 1970 Playboy centrefold creased and worn and pinned above the TV.
One of his favourites. Two, actually. The first identical twins to pose nude. Hot as shit. They had
always intrigued him. Were twins who got into porno incestuous? Skeeter bet they did each other

all the time. Twin sister lezzies were hot. On the television, a jock wearing a football jersey and
no pants was in bed doing a geeky chick who turned out to actually be hot (to Skeeter’s surprise).
Then a big opened bear trap fell from the ceiling and clamped on the jock’s head. The geeky girl
screamed as blood spurted out of the guy’s forehead onto her face and into her mouth.
“That’s hot,” Skeeter commented.
Grokwalt snaked a tentacle through a hole in the screen door. It slithered along the floor, up and
over furniture, along the back of the sofa, and around Skeeter’s neck. Nacho crumbs were stuck
on his protruding tongue as chewed fingernails clawed the pumping, squeezing tentacle muscle,
and Skeeter’s face turned blue.
Pretty girls screamed and a chainsaw wailed as Skeeter ran quickly out of air.

“Skeeter Muldoon … Meet Her Skull Doom …” muttered the only man watching the movie
which was playing on a small DVD device that sat on the dashboard of his antique, Starlight
black, 1976 Pontiac Trans Am. Hanley W. Wilcombe muttered through fat, buttery lips as he sat
with a popcorn box in his lap. Once in a while he gazed over the tiny digital screen to the larger
screen – a template of fallen and cracked white boards patched together to form a single canvas.
The car sat in the last drive-in in a hundred miles that hadn’t been knocked down, the land grown
fallow if it was still located in a predominantly farming community, or which had had a
subdivision built on it if the rural area had progressively transformed into the urban over the
decades.
Hanley dropped long fingers into the box and plucked out a single kernel of popcorn, stuck it to
his tongue, licked butter and salt off his fingertips.
“This is a good movie,” he said to the windshield which was accumulating layer after layer of
fog with the windows rolled up.
Hanley wiped perspiration off his forehead and spread his nostrils wider to inhale.
He took the hand of the girl in the passenger seat and turned it palm-up. Positioned her fingers
and their long nails so they stuck upward, squeezing them together as he pushed the bottom of
the popcorn box over them.
The nails popped through the butter-greased bottom of the box, and Hanley thought of a hymen
being broken. He smiled a mouthful of braces and colourful rubber bands. Dipping his hand into
the box, he felt the fingers, slippery. Stroked them as he stared intently at the fog gathering on
the inside of the windshield and at the vanishing blank movie screen. The alien and its tentacles
continued to wreak havoc on the small screen just next to the hula girl who didn’t dance when
the car didn’t move.
In his mind, Hanley became excited at the feel of foreign fingers in his box, but below his waist,

curled and lifeless in sheer pink panties, his body didn’t react. It couldn’t. Something wrong in
his brain had killed the important pieces of his anatomy. So he had to construct a new kind of
pleasure, forge a libido that acted and reacted entirely within the mind.
He made movies and dreamed dreams and saw visions and called it all a life.
The freckled girl beside him tilted her head to one side, leaned it against the rolled-up passenger
window, and the split in her neck smiled wider.
Behind him, muted by leather and foam, came the cry and moan again, now from a throat grown
hoarse.
“She must’ve woken up. Gag fell off again,” Hanley reasoned as he pulled tiny grains of salt off
of the slender fingers jutting up like flower stems in the popcorn soil. He tasted the salt from her
fingers, as he had a million times before, over three decades of his body trying and failing and
making him angrier and angrier, he prayed to a demonic god to let him just feel something – just
a tinge, even pain would feel nice – down below.
The cries came again from behind him, and then a broken-heel shoe began kicking once more at
the inside of the trunk lid.
Hanley beat his fist against the popcorn box, the girl’s hand falling away, her head sagging lower
down the misted glass as he yelled. The hula girl danced and the digital mini-screen jolted,
making the movie skip ahead so that Skeeter had become fully possessed and assimilated by the
alien.
“This car is a classic, bitch! You keep kicking it and it’ll be your turn. You want that? Your
sister’s almost done up here, I got her hole already dug. You wanna watch the movie? Do ya?
Then shut the fuck up and go back to sleep! You’ll get yours when I’m good and ready to give it
to ya!”
The kicking stopped and the moans were replaced by sobs. Hanley did the best he could in
returning the box to its natural shape, then began picking up popcorn kernel by kernel.
He took the girl’s wrist between slick fingers and was about to shape the fingers again how he
liked them, but stopped, eyes on the rear-view mirror.
The back window was too fogged so he broke his rules and rolled his window all the way down.
Used the side mirror to look behind, across the vacant lot of the drive-in to the country road.
Silent red and blue flashers had slowed and a white spotlight sliced through the darkness. It
roved over either side of the dirt road, then poked through the gaps of the fence where the boards
had long ago fallen off.
Hanley used two fingers slick with butter to lower the lid of the DVD device, to close the movie,
put it to sleep. The hula girl stopped swaying her hips.

Hanley watched the white beam spear across the overgrown parking spaces and rusted,
speakerless poles. Breath held in his nostrils as he delicately squeezed the girl’s wrist. The sobs
in the trunk continued. Luckily, the beam couldn’t angle over the intact fence that was in direct
line with the only car in the lot. It speared up to the stars, but couldn’t bend down again.
And the fools working the light were backwoods boys, true to their roots, no matter the uniforms
they wore or the technology they had enabling them to search and find those who wished to
remain invisible. They were lazy, sealed inside their cruiser, using gadgets to think for them,
their brains inbred. The old tradition of rural incest lived on, prevailed in all disciples, all ages –
Man was an alien species; animals were more rational.
Protected by a ramshackle fence, thin membrane between pleasure and prison, Hanley was
happy. This was his night, his classic car, and his movie within a movie within his head projected
onto a blank screen for only the privileged to see.
The white knife of light cut off and the flashers moved down the road, picking up speed.
Hanley breathed again and rolled up his window. He opened the lid of the DVD player and the
movie resumed its action and suspense. Hanley adjusted the cold fingers and poked them back
through the wet ragged hole in the bottom of the box.
On the screen, Skeeter was an alien zombie fully controlled by Grokwalt to do his bidding. He
pillaged the quaint town of Happy Death Valley, ravaging the nubile and naïve daughters of
hard-working farm folk, impregnating them all with the alien seed pumping up the length of the
tentacle between his legs.
“This is a good part,” Hanley whispered to his date.
THE END
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant
Part Forty-Four
Rat guided Mud, Illara and Hardy to the Derelict, which was the last place he had seen either
Lacey or Carter Ward. He wasn’t keen on guiding them directly to Astra Palace, of course.
Guiding them to the Derelict would give him a bit of space, he hoped. Maybe even a chance to
get away from those three.
That move on Rat’s part proved very fortunate. The Derelict, little more than a prison ship, was
maintained in a very sloppy, even careless manner. Even those sent there from Astra Palace, to
serve as guards to the prisoners or as parts of the ship’s crew, they were sent there as punishment
for some transgression or other. As a consequence, they did their work only grudgingly, and
with their opinions about their conditions writ clearly upon their faces. So when Mud merely
announced his intention to land the “Charon”, giving it as his reason that he was “…lookin’ fer a
friend,” the ship’s watch merely waved him on after asking how long he planned to be at it.
“Just’ till I find him, is all. I dun’t think it’ll take any longer’n that,” he said.
“Yeah, okay. Sure. Jus’ don’t make enny trouble while yer at it.”
Mud, Illara and Captain Hardy disembarked from the “Charon” and began a search for any clue
of Carter Ward or of Lacey.
Rat, who had vainly hoped to slip away, saw those hopes dashed when Mud tied his ankles and
wrists together, leaving him locked inside a utility closet.
“We won’t be long,” Mud said, cheerily, as he slammed the door to the closet. Rat was thrown
into utter darkness.
Outside, Mud, Illara and Hardy stood on the landing deck of the Derelict. The landing deck was
shadowed and dim, with yellow lamps in the walls giving off a weak and tremulous light. Cages
of many sizes crowded the deck, along with a dozen or so ships of various kinds, all but
darkened silhouettes.
It did not take Illara long to recognize the functional lines of Ward’s boxlike ship, the O8-111A.
She had spent many long hours on that ship, with Carter Ward and Dimara. She recognized the
ship when her eyes first fell upon it.
“Ward?” Illara called out, hoping, but yet fearful of disappointment.
“Ward?”
No answer.
Illara walked up to the O8-111A, to the rear bay door. She laid her hand upon the door.

“Nah, it’s never so easy,” she told herself. Hardy and Mud came up behind Illara.
“Any sign of him?” Hardy asked.
“Not so far,” Illara answered.
She turned back to the door and tapped upon it with her knuckles.
“Dimara?” she asked through the door. “Are you here?”
The door rolled itself into the ceiling. There, behind it was Dimara. She wore a silver jumpsuit
that clung to her with silken folds and shined like a mirror. Her hair was blue, a deep and sharp
ultramarine. Her eyes were purple with flecks green and gold. Dimara smiled.
“Dimara!” Illara cried out.
Mud and Hardy were both astonished to see Dimara. Mud, of course, had met her before, but he
had never seen her, except with Ward about somewhere. And Hardy had heard of Dimara, but
had never met her.
Dimara cocked her head to one side upon seeing Illara. She smiled. Illara smiled back.
“Dimara is most pleased to greet the Illara personage.”
“Where’s Carter?” Illara asked.
“The Dimara is pleased to report that Dimara is currently tracking the Carter Ward. Oddly, the
subject ship of the tracking device appears unaware of its presence. Now that the friends of
Carter Ward have arrived, Carter Ward may be retrieved from those who have removed his
person from the O8-111A.”
“What happened, Dimara? Did you…”
“The Carter Ward was captured here aboard this ship. The Scroungers called Turhan Mot and
Mokem Bet came. The removed the Carter Ward person, and another.”
“Another?” Mud asked. “Boy or girl?”
“Most unambiguously a girl,” Dimara answered.
“D’ja get her name?” Mud asked.
“Sadly, not. The name of the girl was given no utterance that Dimara heard.”
“And you stayed here…?” Illara began to ask.

“In part, because without clear orders from the Carter Ward, Dimara is unable to act. In part,
also, because Dimara reasoned that the friends of the Carter Ward would search for him.”
“Yuh called this ship a derelict?” Mud asked.
“Yes,” Dimara answered.
“What’s with the cages?”
“Prisoners are kept in them. The Carter Ward and the girl were held in these before the Turhan
Mot and Mokem Bet removed them from the ship.”
“Prison ship, huh?”
“Yes. Functionally so.”
“Uh-huh. Thanks for that,” Mud said. “Well, now, boys and girls, since we got nuthin’
hinderin’ us, whyn’t we start after our friend, Carter?”
“I’m agreeable to that,” Illara agreed.
“Yeah, I’ll ditto that,” Hardy said.
“Dimara shall take great pleasure in searching for the Carter Ward.”
CONTINUES NEXT ISSUE
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ERIC BRIGHTEYES by H Rider Haggard
IV: How Eric Came Down Golden Falls
Now Ospakar rode up to Middalhof on the day before the Yule-feast. He was splendidly
apparelled, and with him came his two sons, Gizur the Lawman and Mord, young men of
promise, and many armed thralls and servants. Gudruda, watching at the women’s door, saw his
face in the moonlight and loathed him.
“What thinkest thou of him who comes to seek thee in marriage, foster-sister?” asked Swanhild,
watching at her side.
“I think he is like a troll, and that, seek as he will, he shall not find me. I had rather lie in the pool
beneath Golden Falls than in Ospakar’s hall.”
“That shall be proved,” said Swanhild. “At the least he is rich and noble, and the greatest of men
in size. It would go hard with Eric were those arms about him.”
“I am not so sure of that,” said Gudruda; “but it is not likely to be known.”
“Comes Eric to the feast by the road of Golden Falls, Gudruda?”
“Nay, no man may try that path and live.”
“Then he will die, for Eric will risk it.”
Now Gudruda thought, and a great fire burned in her heart and shone through her eyes. “If Eric
dies,” she said, “on thee be his blood, Swanhild—on thee and that dark mother of thine, for ye
have plotted to bring this evil on us. How have I harmed thee that thou shouldst deal thus with
me?”
Swanhild turned white and wicked-looking, for passion mastered her, and she gazed into
Gudruda’s face and answered: “How hast thou harmed me? Surely I will tell thee. Thy beauty
has robbed me of Eric’s love.”
“It would be better to prate of Eric’s love when he had told it thee, Swanhild.”
“Thou hast robbed me and therefore I hate thee, and therefore I will deliver thee to Ospakar,
whom thou dost loath—ay and yet win Brighteyes to myself. Am I not also fair and can I not
also love, and shall I see thee snatch my joy? By the Gods, never! I will see thee dead, and Eric
with thee, ere it shall be so! but first I will see thee shamed!”
“Thy words are ill-suited to a maiden’s lips, Swanhild! But of this be sure: I fear thee not, and
shall never fear thee. And one thing I know well that, whether thou or I prevail, in the end thou
shalt harvest the greatest shame, and in times to come men shall speak of thee with hatred and
name thee by ill names. Moreover, Eric shall never love thee; from year to year he shall hate thee

with a deeper hate, though it may well be that thou wilt bring ruin on him. And now I thank thee
that thou hast told me all thy mind, showing me what indeed thou art!” And Gudruda turned
scornfully upon her heel and walked away.
Now Asmund the Priest went out into the courtyard, and meeting Ospakar Blacktooth, greeted
him heartily, though he did not like his looks, and took him by the hand and led him to the hall,
that was bravely decked with tapestries, and seated him by his side on the high seat. And
Ospakar’s thralls brought good gifts for Asmund, who thanked the giver well.
Now it was supper time, and Gudruda came in, and after her walked Swanhild. Ospakar gazed
hard at Gudruda and a great desire entered into him to make her his wife. But she passed coldly
by, nor looked on him at all.
“This, then, is that maid of thine of whom I have heard tell, Asmund? I will say this: fairer was
never born of woman.”
Then men ate and Ospakar drank much ale, but all the while he stared at Gudruda and listened
for her voice. But as yet he said nothing of what he came to seek, though all knew his errand.
And his two sons, Gizur and Mord, stared also at Gudruda, for they thought her most
wonderfully fair. But Gizur found Swanhild also fair.
And so the night wore on till it was time to sleep.
On this same day Eric rode up from his farm on Ran River and took his road along the brow of
Coldback till he came to Stonefell. Now all along Coldback and Stonefell is a steep cliff facing
to the south, that grows ever higher till it comes to that point where Golden River falls over it
and, parting its waters below, runs east and west—the branch to the east being called Ran River
and that to the west Laxà—for these two streams girdle round the rich plain of Middalhof, till at
length they reach the sea. But in the midst of Golden River, on the edge of the cliff, a mass of
rock juts up called Sheep-saddle, dividing the waters of the fall, and over this the spray flies, and
in winter the ice gathers, but the river does not cover it. The great fall is thirty fathoms deep, and
shaped like a horseshoe, of which the points lie towards Middalhof. Yet if he could but gain the
Sheep-saddle rock that divides the midst of the waters, a strong and hardy man might climb
down some fifteen fathoms of this depth and scarcely wet his feet.
Now here at the foot of Sheep-saddle rock the double arches of waters meet, and fall in one
torrent into the bottomless pool below. But, some three fathoms from this point of the meeting
waters, and beneath it, just where the curve is deepest, a single crag, as large as a drinking-table
and no larger, juts through the foam, and, if a man could reach it, he might leap from it some
twelve fathoms, sheer into the spray-hidden pit beneath, there to sink or swim as it might befall.
This crag is called Wolf’s Fang.
Now Eric stood for a long while on the edge of the fall and looked, measuring everything with
his eye. Then he went up above, where the river swirls down to the precipice, and looked again,
for it is from this bank that the dividing island-rock Sheep-saddle must be reached.

“A man may hardly do this thing; yet I will try it,” he said to himself at last. “My honour shall be
great for the feat, if I chance to live, and if I die—well, there is an end of troubling after maids
and all other things.”
So he went home and sat silent that evening. Now, since Thorgrimur Iron-Toe’s death, his
housewife, Saevuna, Eric’s mother, had grown dim of sight, and, though she peered and peered
again from her seat in the ingle nook, she could not see the face of her son.
“What ails thee, Eric, that thou sittest so silent? Was not the meat, then, to thy mind at supper?”
“Yes, mother, the meat was well enough, though a little undersmoked.”
“Now I see that thou art not thyself, son, for thou hadst no meat, but only stock-fish—and I never
knew a man forget his supper on the night of its eating, except he was distraught or deep in
love.”
“Was it so?” said Brighteyes.
“What troubles thee, Eric?—that sweet lass yonder?”
“Ay, somewhat, mother.”
“What more, then?”
“This, that I go down Golden Falls to-morrow, and I do not know how I may come from Sheepsaddle rock to Wolf’s Fang crag and keep my life whole in me; and now, I pray thee, weary me
not with words, for my brain is slow, and I must use it.”
When she heard this Saevuna screamed aloud, and threw herself before Eric, praying him to
forgo his mad venture. But he would not listen to her, for he was slow to make up his mind, but,
that being made up, nothing could change it. Then, when she learned that it was to get sight of
Gudruda that he purposed thus to throw his life away, she was very angry and cursed her and all
her kith and kin.
“It is likely enough that thou wilt have cause to use such words before all this tale is told,” said
Eric; “nevertheless, mother, forbear to curse Gudruda, who is in no way to blame for these
matters.”
“Thou art a faithless son,” Saevuna said, “who wilt slay thyself striving to win speech with thy
May, and leave thy mother childless.”
Eric said that it seemed so indeed, but he was plighted to it and the feat must be tried. Then he
kissed her, and she sought her bed, weeping.
Now it was the day of the Yule-feast, and there was no sun till one hour before noon. But Eric,
having kissed his mother and bidden her farewell, called a thrall, Jon by name, and giving him a

sealskin bag full of his best apparel, bade him ride to Middalhof and tell Asmund the Priest that
Eric Brighteyes would come down Golden Falls an hour after mid-day, to join his feast; and
thence go to the foot of the Golden Falls, to await him there. And the man went, wondering, for
he thought his master mad.
Then Eric took a good rope, and a staff tipped with iron, and, so soon as the light served,
mounted his horse, forded Ran River, and rode along Coldback till he came to the lip of Golden
Falls. Here he stayed a while till at length he saw many people streaming up the snow from
Middalhof far beneath, and, among them, two women who by their stature should be Gudruda
and Swanhild, and, near to them, a great man whom he did not know. Then he showed himself
for a space on the brink of the gulf and turned his horse up stream. The sun shone bright upon the
edge of the sky, but the frost bit like a sword. Still, he must strip off his garments, so that nothing
remained on him except his sheepskin shoes, shirt and hose, and take the water. Now here the
river runs mightily, and he must cross full thirty fathoms of the swirling water before he can
reach Sheep-saddle, and woe to him if his foot slip on the boulders, for certainly he must be
swept over the brink.
Eric rested the staff against the stony bottom and, leaning his weight on it, took the stream, and
he was so strong that it could not prevail against him till at length he was rather more than halfway across and the water swept above his shoulders. Now he was lifted from his feet and, letting
the staff float, he swam for his life, and with such mighty strokes that he felt little of that icy
cold. Down he was swept—now the lip of the fall was but three fathoms away on his left, and
already the green water boiled beneath him. A fathom from him was the corner of Sheep-saddle.
If he may grasp it, all is well; if not, he dies.
Three great strokes and he held it. His feet were swept out over the brink of the fall, but he clung
on grimly, and by the strength of his arms drew himself on to the rock and rested a while.
Presently he stood up, for the cold began to nip him, and the people below became aware that he
had swum the river above the fall and raised a shout, for the deed was great. Now Eric must
begin to clamber down Sheep-saddle, and this was no easy task, for the rock is almost sheer, and
slippery with ice, and on either side the waters rushed and thundered, throwing their blinding
spray about him as they leapt to the depths beneath. He looked down, studying the rock; then,
feeling that he grew afraid, made an end of doubt and, grasping a point with both hands, swung
himself down his own length and more. Now for many minutes he climbed down Sheep-saddle,
and the task was hard, for he was bewildered with the booming of the waters that bent out on
either side of him like the arc of a bow, and the rock was very steep and slippery. Still, he came
down all those fifteen fathoms and fell not, though twice he was near to falling, and the watchers
below marvelled greatly at his hardihood.
“He will be dashed to pieces where the waters meet,” said Ospakar, “he can never gain Wolf’s
Fang crag beneath; and, if so it be that he come there and leaps to the pool, the weight of water
will drive him down and drown him.”
“It is certainly so,” quoth Asmund, “and it grieves me much; for it was my jest that drove him to
this perilous adventure, and we cannot spare such a man as Eric Brighteyes.”

Now Swanhild turned white as death; but Gudruda said: “If great heart and strength and skill
may avail at all, then Eric shall come safely down the waters.”
“Thou fool!” whispered Swanhild in her ear, “how can these help him? No troll could live in
yonder cauldron. Dead is Eric, and thou art the bait that lured him to his death!”
“Spare thy words,” she answered; “as the Norns have ordered so it shall be.”
Now Eric stood at the foot of Sheep-saddle, and within an arm’s length the mighty waters met,
tossing their yellow waves and seething furiously as they leapt to the mist-hid gulf beneath. He
bent over and looked through the spray. Three fathoms under him the rock Wolf’s Fang split the
waters, and thence, if he can come thither, he may leap sheer into the pool below. Now he
unwound the rope that was about his middle, and made one end fast to a knob of rock—and this
was difficult, for his hands were stiff with cold—and the other end he passed through his
leathern girdle. Then Eric looked again, and his heart sank within him. How might he give
himself to this boiling flood and not be shattered? But as he looked, lo! a rainbow grew upon the
face of the water, and one end of it lit upon him, and the other, like a glory from the Gods, fell
full upon Gudruda as she stood a little way apart, watching at the foot of Golden Falls.
“Seest thou that,” said Asmund to Groa, who was at his side, “the Gods build their Bifrost bridge
between these two. Who now shall keep them asunder?”
“Read the portent thus,” she answered: “they shall be united, but not here. Yon is a Spirit bridge,
and, see: the waters of Death foam and fall between them!”
Eric, too, saw the omen and it seemed good to him, and all fear left his heart. Round about him
the waters thundered, but amidst their roar he dreamed that he heard a voice calling:
“Be of good cheer, Eric Brighteyes; for thou shalt live to do mightier deeds than this, and in
guerdon thou shalt win Gudruda.”
So he paused no longer, but, shortening up the rope, pulled on it with all his strength, and then
leapt out upon the arch of waters. They struck him and he was dashed out like a stone from a
sling; again he fell against them and again was dashed away, so that his girdle burst. Eric felt it
go and clung wildly to the rope and lo! with the inward swing, he fell on Wolf’s Fang, where
never a man has stood before and never a man shall stand again. Eric lay a little while on the
rock till his breath came back to him, and he listened to the roar of the waters. Then, rising on his
hands and knees, he crept to its point, for he could scarcely stand because of the trembling of the
stone beneath the shock of the fall; and when the people below saw that he was not dead, they
raised a great shout, and the sound of their voices came to him through the noise of the waters.
Now, twelve fathoms beneath him was the surface of the pool; but he could not see it because of
the wreaths of spray. Nevertheless, he must leap and that swiftly, for he grew cold. So of a
sudden Eric stood up to his full height, and, with a loud cry and a mighty spring, bounded out
from the point of Wolf’s Fang far into the air, beyond the reach of the falling flood, and rushed
headlong towards the gulf beneath. Now all men watching held their breath as his body travelled,

and so great is the place and so high the leap that through the mist Eric seemed but as a big white
stone hurled down the face of the arching waters.
He was gone, and the watchers rushed down to the foot of the pool, for there, if he rose at all, he
must pass to the shallows. Swanhild could look no more, but sank upon the ground. The face of
Gudruda was set like a stone with doubt and anguish. Ospakar saw and read the meaning, and he
said to himself: “Now Odin grant that this youngling rise not again! for the maid loves him
dearly, and he is too much a man to be lightly swept aside.”
Eric struck the pool. Down he sank, and down and down—for the water falling from so far must
almost reach the bottom of the pool before it can rise again—and he with it. Now he touched the
bottom, but very gently, and slowly began to rise, and, as he rose, was carried along by the
stream. But it was long before he could breathe, and it seemed to him that his lungs would burst.
Still, he struggled up, striking great strokes with his legs.
“Farewell to Eric,” said Asmund, “he will rise no more now.”
But just as he spoke Gudruda pointed to something that gleamed, white and golden, beneath the
surface of the current, and lo! the bright hair of Eric rose from the water, and he drew a great
breath, shaking his head like a seal, and, though but feebly, struck out for the shallows that are at
the foot of the pool. Now he found footing, but was swept over by the fierce current, and cut his
forehead, and he carried that scar till his death. Again he rose, and with a rush gained the bank
unaided and fell upon the snow.
Now people gathered about him in silence and wondering, for none had known so great a deed.
And presently Eric opened his eyes and looked up, and found the eyes of Gudruda fixed on his,
and there was that in them which made him glad he had dared the path of Golden Falls.
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THE MOON POOL by A Merritt
Chapter XXIV: The Crimson Sea
I was in the heart of a rose pearl, swinging, swinging; no, I was in a rosy dawn cloud, pendulous
in space. Consciousness flooded me, in reality I was in the arms of one of the man frogs,
carrying me as though I were a babe, and we were passing through some place suffused with
glow enough like heart of pearl or dawn cloud to justify my awakening vagaries.
Just ahead walked Lakla in earnest talk with Rador, and content enough was I for a time to watch
her. She had thrown off the metallic robes; her thick braids of golden brown hair with their flame
glints of bronze were twined in a high coronal meshed in silken net of green; little clustering
curls escaped from it, clinging to the nape of the proud white neck, shyly kissing it. From her
shoulders fell a loose, sleeveless garment of shimmering green belted with a high golden girdle;
skirt folds dropping barely below the knees.
She had cast aside her buskins, too, and the slender, high-arched feet were sandaled. Between the
buckled edges of her kirtle I caught gleams of translucent ivory as exquisitely moulded, as
delectably rounded, as those revealed so naively beneath the hem.
Something was knocking at the doors of my consciousness—some tragic thing. What was it?
Larry! Where was Larry? I remembered; raised my head abruptly; saw at my side another frogman carrying O’Keefe, and behind him, Olaf, step instinct with grief, following like some
faithful, wistful dog who has lost a loved master. Upon my movement the monster bearing me
halted, looked down inquiringly, uttered a deep, booming note that held the quality of
interrogation.
Lakla turned; the clear, golden eyes were sorrowful, the sweet mouth drooping; but her
loveliness, her gentleness, that undefinable synthesis of all her tender self that seemed always to
circle her with an atmosphere of lucid normality, lulled my panic.
“Drink this,” she commanded, holding a small vial to my lips.
Its contents were aromatic, unfamiliar but astonishingly effective, for as soon as they passed my
lips I felt a surge of strength; consciousness was restored.
“Larry!” I cried. “Is he dead?”
Lakla shook her head; her eyes were troubled.
“No,” she said; “but he is like one dead—and yet unlike—”
“Put me down,” I demanded of my bearer.
He tightened his hold; round eyes upon the Golden Girl. She spoke—in sonorous, reverberating
monosyllables—and I was set upon my feet; I leaped to the side of the Irishman. He lay limp,

with a disquieting, abnormal sequacity, as though every muscle were utterly flaccid; the
antithesis of the rigor mortis, thank God, but terrifyingly toward the other end of its arc; a
syncope I had never known. The flesh was stone cold; the pulse barely perceptible, long
intervalled; the respiration undiscoverable; the pupils of the eyes were enormously dilated; it was
as though life had been drawn from every nerve.
“A light flashed from the road. It struck his face and seemed to sink in,” I said.
“I saw,” answered Rador; “but what it was I know not; and I thought I knew all the weapons of
our rulers.” He glanced at me curiously. “Some talk there has been that the stranger who came
with you, Double Tongue, was making new death tools for Lugur,” he ended.
Marakinoff! The Russian at work already in this storehouse of devastating energies, fashioning
the weapons for his plots! The Apocalyptic vision swept back upon me—
“He is not dead.” Lakla’s voice was poignant. “He is not dead; and the Three have wondrous
healing. They can restore him if they will—and they will, they will!” For a moment she was
silent. “Now their gods help Lugur and Yolara,” she whispered; “for come what may, whether
the Silent Ones be strong or weak, if he dies, surely shall I fall upon them and I will slay those
two—yea, though I, too perish!”
“Yolara and Lugur shall both die.” Olaf’s eyes were burning. “But Lugur is mine to slay.”
That pity I had seen before in Lakla’s eyes when she looked upon the Norseman banished the
white wrath from them. She turned, half hurriedly, as though to escape his gaze.
“Walk with us,” she said to me, “unless you are still weak.”
I shook my head, gave a last look at O’Keefe; there was nothing I could do; I stepped beside her.
She thrust a white arm into mine protectingly, the wonderfully moulded hand with its long,
tapering fingers catching about my wrist; my heart glowed toward her.
“Your medicine is potent, handmaiden,” I answered. “And the touch of your hand would give me
strength enough, even had I not drunk it,” I added in Larry’s best manner.
Her eyes danced, trouble flying.
“Now, that was well spoken for such a man of wisdom as Rador tells me you are,” she laughed;
and a little pang shot through me. Could not a lover of science present a compliment without it
always seeming to be as unusual as plucking a damask rose from a cabinet of fossils?
Mustering my philosophy, I smiled back at her. Again I noted that broad, classic brow, with the
little tendrils of shining bronze caressing it, the tilted, delicate, nut-brown brows that gave a
curious touch of innocent diablerie to the lovely face—flowerlike, pure, high-bred, a touch of
roguishness, subtly alluring, sparkling over the maiden Madonnaness that lay ever like a delicate,
luminous suggestion beneath it; the long, black, curling lashes—the tender, rounded, bare left

breast—
“I have always liked you,” she murmured naively, “since first I saw you in that place where the
Shining One goes forth into your world. And I am glad you like my medicine as well as that you
carry in the black box that you left behind,” she added swiftly.
“How know you of that, Lakla?” I gasped.
“Oft and oft I came to him there, and to you, while you lay sleeping. How call you him?” She
paused.
“Larry!” I said.
“Larry!” she repeated it excellently. “And you?”
“Goodwin,” said Rador.
I bowed quite as though I were being introduced to some charming young lady met in that old
life now seemingly aeons removed.
“Yes—Goodwin.” she said. “Oft and oft I came. Sometimes I thought you saw me. And he—did
he not dream of me sometime—?” she asked wistfully.
“He did.” I said, “and watched for you.” Then amazement grew vocal. “But how came you?” I
asked.
“By a strange road,” she whispered, “to see that all was well with him—and to look into his
heart; for I feared Yolara and her beauty. But I saw that she was not in his heart.” A blush burned
over her, turning even the little bare breast rosy. “It is a strange road,” she went on hurriedly.
“Many times have I followed it and watched the Shining One bear back its prey to the blue pool;
seen the woman he seeks”—she made a quick gesture toward Olaf—”and a babe cast from her
arms in the last pang of her mother love; seen another woman throw herself into the Shining
One’s embrace to save a man she loved; and I could not help!” Her voice grew deep, thrilled.
“The friend, it comes to me, who drew you here, Goodwin!”
She was silent, walking as one who sees visions and listens to voices unheard by others, Rador
made a warning gesture; I crowded back my questions, glanced about me. We were passing over
a smooth strand, hard packed as some beach of long-thrust-back ocean. It was like crushed
garnets, each grain stained deep red, faintly sparkling. On each side were distances, the floor
stretching away into them bare of vegetation—stretching on and on into infinitudes of rosy mist,
even as did the space above.
Flanking and behind us marched the giant batrachians, fivescore of them at least, black scale and
crimson scale lustrous and gleaming in the rosaceous radiance; saucer eyes shining circles of
phosphorescence green, purple, red; spurs clicking as they crouched along with a gait at once
grotesque and formidable.

Ahead the mist deepened into a ruddier glow; through it a long, dark line began to appear—the
mouth I thought of the caverned space through which we were going; it was just before us; over
us—we stood bathed in a flood of rubescence!
A sea stretched before us—a crimson sea, gleaming like that lost lacquer of royal coral and the
Flame Dragon’s blood which Fu S’cze set upon the bower he built for his stolen sun maiden—
that going toward it she might think it the sun itself rising over the summer seas. Unmoved by
wave or ripple, it was placid as some deep woodland pool when night rushes up over the world.
It seemed molten—or as though some hand great enough to rock earth had distilled here from
conflagrations of autumn sunsets their flaming essences.
A fish broke through, large as a shark, blunt-headed, flashing bronze, ridged and mailed as
though with serrate plates of armour. It leaped high, shaking from it a sparkling spray of rubies;
dropped and shot up a geyser of fiery gems.
Across my line of vision, moving stately over the sea, floated a half globe, luminous,
diaphanous, its iridescence melting into turquoise, thence to amethyst, to orange, to scarlet shot
with rose, to vermilion, a translucent green, thence back into the iridescence; behind it four
others, and the least of them ten feet in diameter, and the largest no less than thirty. They drifted
past like bubbles blown from froth of rainbows by pipes in mouths of Titans’ young. Then from
the base of one arose a tangle of shimmering strands, long, slender whiplashes that played about
and sank slowly again beneath the crimson surface.
I gasped—for the fish had been a ganoid—that ancient, armoured form that was perhaps the most
intelligent of all life on our planet during the Devonian era, but which for age upon age had
vanished, save for its fossils held in the embrace of the stone that once was their soft bottom
beds; and the half-globes were Medusae, jelly-fish—but of a size, luminosity, and colour
unheard of.
Now Lakla cupped her mouth with pink palms and sent a clarion note ringing out. The ledge on
which we stood continued a few hundred feet before us, falling abruptly, though from no great
height to the Crimson Sea; at right and left it extended in a long semicircle. Turning to the right
whence she had sent her call, I saw rising a mile or more away, veiled lightly by the haze, a
rainbow, a gigantic prismatic arch, flattened, I thought, by some quality of the strange
atmosphere. It sprang from the ruddy strand, leaped the crimson tide, and dropped three miles
away upon a precipitous, jagged upthrust of rock frowning black from the lacquered depths.
And surmounting a higher ledge beyond this upthrust a huge dome of dull gold, Cyclopean,
striking eyes and mind with something unhumanly alien, baffling; sending the mind groping, as
though across the deserts of space, from some far-flung star, should fall upon us linked sounds,
coherent certainly, meaningful surely, vaguely familiar—yet never to be translated into any
symbol or thought of our own particular planet.
The sea of crimson lacquer, with its floating moons of luminous colour—this bow of prismed

stone leaping to the weird isle crowned by the anomalous, aureate excrescence—the half human
batrachians-the elfland through which we had passed, with all its hidden wonders and terrors—I
felt the foundations of my cherished knowledge shaking. Was this all a dream? Was this body of
mine lying somewhere, fighting a fevered death, and all these but images floating through the
breaking chambers of my brain? My knees shook; involuntarily I groaned.
Lakla turned, looked at me anxiously, slipped a soft arm behind me, held me till the vertigo
passed.
“Patience,” she said. “The bearers come. Soon you shall rest.”
I looked; down toward us from the bow’s end were leaping swiftly another score of the frogmen. Some bore litters, high, handled, not unlike palanquins—
“Asgard!” Olaf stood beside me, eyes burning, pointing to the arch. “Bifrost Bridge, sharp as
sword edge, over which souls go to Valhalla. And she—she is a Valkyr—a sword maiden, Ja!”
I gripped the Norseman’s hand. It was hot, and a pang of remorse shot through me. If this place
had so shaken me, how must it have shaken Olaf? It was with relief that I watched him, at
Lakla’s gentle command, drop into one of the litters and lie back, eyes closed, as two of the
monsters raised its yoke to their scaled shoulders. Nor was it without further relief that I myself
lay back on the soft velvety cushions of another.
The cavalcade began to move. Lakla had ordered O’Keefe placed beside her, and she sat, knees
crossed Orient fashion, leaning over the pale head on her lap, the white, tapering fingers straying
fondly through his hair.
Presently I saw her reach up, slowly unwind the coronal of her tresses, shake them loose, and let
them fall like a veil over her and him.
Her head bent low; I heard a soft sobbing—I turned away my gaze, lorn enough in my own heart,
God knew!
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